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It features Jiiva, Manjima Mohan, and Nazriya Nazim in the lead roles. Plot The story revolves around two lawyers,
Rangarajan (Jiiva) and Nithin (Nazriya Nazim). They were classmates at Law College, and they share a close bond.
Nithin is shown to be a high-spirited girl, whereas Rangarajan is more reserved. The two have been professionally
rivals since college. During a college excursion to a marriage event, Rangarajan's parents are killed by a bomb blast.
Rangarajan survives, but Nithin is killed in the bombing. Rangarajan decides to take up law as a career, and moves
away from Chennai to Bengaluru, but travels back to Chennai to work at Nithin's office. There, he meets Ravi
(Manjima Mohan), a vivacious woman and lawyer. They form a romantic relationship, but she decides to concentrate
on her career. The two had thought about going ahead with marriage, but Ravi had proposed to someone else. In the
process, she had told Rangarajan that she can't go ahead with the marriage proposal, because she has found a lawyer.
He instantly proposes to Ravi, but she rejects him, and tells him that she will go ahead with her marriage with her
childhood sweetheart, Sujatha (Harish), who is also an advocate. Rangarajan is disappointed at her decision.
Meanwhile, Ravi's husband Sujatha commits suicide over his wife's affair with Rangarajan. Nithin's husband
Sukumar is suffering from a hereditary disease and having a tough time with their lives. He wants to remarry.
Rangarajan and Nithin are having marital problems. When Nithin doesn't come home, Rangarajan goes to the house.
Rangarajan's mother and sister are gone and the house is locked. There, he sees a dead body lying on the bed. He
immediately leaves for police station. The police later arrive at the house, and they search the house. They find a fire
alarm lying near the body. The police think the dead person is Nithin, and they are trying to figure out what the
reason is. Rangarajan and his mother return home. Rangarajan is devastated and shouts
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May 7, 2020 - Barbie in pink shoes with Tamil dubbing. View later. Share. Copy link. Information. Purchase. Click
to unmute. If playback does not start soon, . In order to improve the situation, Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of
the Republic of Uzbekistan No. 198 "On measures for the accelerated development of Tamil literature and art" was
approved in 2020, indicating the creation of the national publishing house "Tamilka" in 2021. fffad4f19a
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